**SmartLav: Lapel Mic**

The SmartLav: Lapel Mic comes equipped with a Microphone shield, cord, lapel clip, lightning adapter, and case.

1. Before recording, ensure the boom is situated on the microphone and the clip is properly seated along the wire.

2. The SmartLav: Lapel Mic has plug-and-play functionality and is able to record on devices that have either an auxiliary or a lightning bolt port.

3. For devices with lightning bolt ports, plug the microphone into the provided adaptor and plug that into the lightning bolt port.

4. The microphone can be used with your recording app of choice or to accompany video recording.

5. To attach the mic to your clothing, find a low visibility area on your top, near your mouth, and clip it. Make sure that it is unobstructed to improve recording quality.

For more tips, visit [www.smartlav.com](http://www.smartlav.com)